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First published as part of the best-selling The Oxford Illustrated History of Britain, John Gillingham and Ralph A. Griffiths' Very Short
Introduction to Medieval Britain covers the establishment of the Anglo-Norman monarchy in the early Middle Ages, through to England's
failure to dominate the British Isles and France in the later Middle Ages. Out of the turbulence came stronger senses of identity in Scotland,
Wales, and Ireland. Yet this was an age, too, of growing definition of Englishness and of a distinctive English cultural tradition. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These
pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new
ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Who were the Druids? What do we know about them? Do they still exist today? The Druids first came into focus in Western Europe - Gaul,
Britain, and Ireland - in the second century BC. They are a popular subject; they have been known and discussed for over 2,000 years and
few figures flit so elusively through history. They are enigmatic and puzzling, partly because of the lack of knowledge about them has resulted
in a wide spectrum of interpretations. Barry Cunliffe takes the reader through the evidence relating to the Druids, trying to decide what can be
said and what can't be said about them. He examines why the nature of the druid caste changed quite dramatically over time, and how
successive generations have interpreted the phenomenon in very different ways. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series
from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.
'The toga was often to be seen among them': with these words the Roman Historian Tacitus describes the Britons adopting the Roman way
of life at an early stage of their long history as Roman provincials.
First published as part of the best-selling The Oxford Illustrated History of Britain, John Blair's Very Short Introduction to the Anglo-Saxon Age
covers the emergence of the earliest English settlements to the Norman victory in 1066. This book is a brief introduction to the political,
social, religious, and cultural history of Anglo-Saxon England. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a
new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
From renowned and respected author David Shotter, this updated and expanded edition of Roman Britain offers a concise introduction to this
period, drawing on the wealth of recent scholarship to explain the progress of the Romans and their objectives in conquering Britain. Key
topics discussed include: * the Roman conquest of Britain * the evolution of the frontier with Scotland * the infrastructure the Romans put in
place * the place of religion in Roman Britain. Taking account of recent research, this second edition includes an expanded bibliography and
a number of new plates which illustrate the various aspects of the Roman occupation of Britain.
A fully revised edition of an accessible and authoritative account of Roman Britain. Presented in a logical, clearly written and readable style it
is the ideal introduction for the newcomer to the subject and a valuable sourcebook for the specialist. John Wacher is Emeritus Professor of
Archaeology at the University of Leicester and author of many works on Roman Britain including the highly regarded Towns of Roman Britain.
The Viking reputation is of bloodthirsty seafaring warriors, repeatedly plundering the British Isles and the North Atlantic throughout the early
Middle Ages. Yet Vikings were also traders, settlers, and farmers, with a complex artistic and linguistic culture, whose expansion overseas led
them to cross the Atlantic for the first time in European history. Highlighting the latest archaeological evidence, Julian Richards reveals the
whole Viking world: their history, society and culture, and their expansion overseas for trade, colonization, and plunder. We also look at the
Viking identity, through their artistic expression, rune stones, their ships, and their religion. The Viking story is also brought up to date, by
examining their legacy from the medieval Icelandic sagas to 19th Century nationalism, Wagner, and the Nazis. ABOUT THE SERIES: The
Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Part of the Penguin History of Britain series, An Imperial Possession is the first major narrative history of Roman Britain for a generation.
David Mattingly draws on a wealth of new findings and knowledge to cut through the myths and misunderstandings that so commonly
surround our beliefs about this period. From the rebellious chiefs and druids who led native British resistance, to the experiences of the
Roman military leaders in this remote, dangerous outpost of Europe, this book explores the reality of life in occupied Britain within the context
of the shifting fortunes of the Roman Empire.

When we think of Roman Britain we tend to think of a land of togas and richly decorated palaces with Britons happily going about
their much improved daily business under the benign gaze of Rome. This image is to a great extent a fiction. In fact, Britons were
some of the least enthusiastic members of the Roman Empire. A few adopted roman ways to curry favour with the invaders. A lot
never adopted a Roman lifestyle at all and remained unimpressed and riven by deep-seated tribal division. It wasn't until the late
third/early fourth century that a small minority of landowners grew fat on the benefits of trade and enjoyed the kind of lifestyle we
have been taught to associate with period. Britannia was a far-away province which, whilst useful for some major economic
reserves, fast became a costly and troublesome concern for Rome, much like Iraq for the British government today. Huge efforts
by the state to control the hearts and minds of the Britons were met with at worst hostile resistance and rebellion, and at best by
steadfast indifference. The end of the Roman Empire largely came as 'business as usual' for the vast majority of Britons as they
simply hadn't adopted the Roman way of life in the first place.
Four thousand men disappeared and their eagle standard was lost. It's a mystery that's never been solved, until now . . .Marcus
has to find out what happened to his father, who led the legion. So he sets out into the unknown, on a quest so dangerous that
nobody expects him to return.The Eagle of the Ninth is heralded as one of the most outstanding children's books of the twentieth
century and has sold over a million copies worldwide.Rosemary Sutcliff's books about Roman Britain have won much acclaim. The
author writes with such passion and with such attention to detail that the Roman age is instantly brought to life and stays with the
reader long after the last page has been turned.
Voltaire's description of the Holy Roman Empire as 'neither holy, nor Roman, nor an empire' is often cited to underline its
worthlessness. German historians traditionally despised it because it had allegedly impeded German unification. Since 1945
scholars have been more positive but the empire's history and significance is still largely misunderstood. In this Very Short
Introduction Joachim Whaley outlines the fascinating thousand-year history of the Holy Roman Empire. Founded in 800 on the
basis of Charlemagne's Frankish kingdom, its imperial title went to the German monarchy which became established in the ninth
and ten centuries. They claimed Charlemagne's legacy, including his role as protector of the papacy and guardian of the Church.
Around 1500 the title Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation was adopted. An elective monarchy, the empire gradually
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developed from a feudal monarchy into a legal system that pacified the territories and cities of German-speaking Europe. By 1519
it had a supreme court and a regional enforcement system ended feuding. Throughout its lifetime, the empire's growth and history
was shaped by the major developments in Europe, from the Reformation, to the Thirty Years War, to the French revolutionary
wars, which led to Napoleon destroying the empire in 1806. The sense of a common history over a thousand years and the legal
traditions established by the empire have shaped the history of German-speaking Europe ever since. Joachim Whaley analyses
the empire's crucial impact and role in the history of European power and politics, and shows that there has never been a more
durable political system in German history. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University
Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a
new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.
What does Roman Britain mean to us now? How were its physical remains rediscovered and made sense of? How has it been
reimagined, in story and song and verse? Sometimes on foot, sometimes in a magnificent, if not entirely reliable, VW camper van,
Charlotte Higgins sets out to explore the ancient monuments of Roman Britain. She explores the land that was once Rome’s
northernmost territory and how it has changed since the years after the empire fell. Under Another Sky invites us to see the British
landscape, and British history, in an entirely fresh way: as indelibly marked by how the Romans first imagined and wrote, these
strange and exotic islands, perched on the edge of the known world, into existence.
“Lucid and engaging . . . should take pride of place on the bookshelf of specialists and non-specialists interested in Roman
Britain.” —Minerva This illuminating account of Britain as a Roman province sets the Roman conquest and occupation of the island
within the larger context of Romano-British society and how it functioned. The author first outlines events from the Iron Age period
immediately preceding the conquest in AD 43 to the emperor Honorius’s advice to the Britons in 410 to fend for themselves. He
then tackles the issues facing Britons after the absorption of their culture by an invading army, including the role of government
and the military in the province, religion, commerce, technology, and daily life. For this revised edition, the text, illustrations, and
bibliography have been updated to reflect the latest discoveries and research in recent years. The superb illustrations feature
reconstruction drawings, dramatic aerial views of Roman remains, and images of Roman villas, mosaics, coins, pottery, and
sculpture.
Roman Britain is vividly portrayed in this fascinating and authentically detailed story about a year in the life of an ordinary woman
and her family. The year is AD 133. Hadrian is Emperor of Rome and all its vast empire, including Britannia. The greater part of
that island has long been under imperial rule and the Roman legions control most of the land, quelling uprisings and building new
forts and towns. Around the fortress of Eboracum (now known as York), a bustling garrison settlement is developing, while along
the north-west frontier of Hadrian's empire, the legions are completing the construction of a mighty wall. Introducing us to this
world is Senovara, born into the Parisi, a local tribe whose customs have been little changed by Roman rule. But she is also the
young wife of Quintus, a veteran of the 6th Legion Victrix. Settling in Quintus's home is both bewildering and awe-inspiring for
Senovara as she seeks to adjust to Eboracum's cosmopolitan environment, come to terms with new customs and reconcile their
cultural differences. Senovara finds that daily life in the settlement can be harsh; a constant struggle to provide her family with
fresh food, water and warmth. Yet there is much enjoyment to be had as well, at the public baths or with new friends. There is also
the excitement of religious festivals and in the regular news from the frontier, and peril in the form of a deadly fever which sweeps
through Eboracum, forcing Senovara and her children to flee to her brother in the countryside. Roman Woman is an immersive,
compelling narrative which gets to the heart of what life was like for everyday people in Roman Britain.
A compelling new mystery for Libertus, set against the backdrop of the Roman Empire in turmoil and fighting for its survival . . .
Libertus is passing the villa of his patron, Marcus Septimus Aurelius, when he sees an elaborate travelling carriage which has
pulled up outside and is now blocking the road. Recognising that this may be an important visitor, Libertus approaches the
carriage, intending to explain that Marcus is away, gone to Rome to visit his old friend Pertinax, who has recently been installed as
Emperor. However, for his efforts, Libertus instead receives a torrent of abuse and the carriage-driver almost runs him down as he
departs. Libertus is badly shaken, but goes back to the villa the next day to find out why there was no gate-keeper in evidence to
deal with the stranger. There he finds a gruesome discovery: the man is dead and hanging in his hut, and none of the other houseslaves are to be found. Worse things are to follow as news arrives from Rome which will turn the lives, not only of Libertus and his
family, but the whole Empire upside down . . .
This Very Short Introduction explores the key themes from more than 1,000 years of Scotland's fascinating history. Covering
everything from the Jacobites to devolution to the modern economy, this concise account presents a fully-integrated picture of
what Scottish society, culture, politics and religion look like, and why.

In BC 55 Julius Caesar came, saw, conquered and then left. It was not until AD 43 that the Emperor Claudius crossed
the channel and made Britain the western outpost of the Roman Empire that would span from the Scottish border to
Persia. For the next 400 years the island would be transformed. Within that period would see the rise of Londinium,
almost immediately burnt to the ground in 60 AD by Boudicca; Hadrian's Wall which was constructed in 112 AD to keep
the northern tribes at bay as well as the birth of the Emperor Constantine in third century York. Interwoven with the
historical narrative is a social history of the period showing how roman society grew in Britain.
First published as part of the best-selling The Oxford Illustrated History of Britain, Christopher Harvie and Colin Matthew's
Very Short Introduction to Nineteenth-Century Britain is a sharp but subtle account of remarkable economic and social
change and an even more remarkable political stability. Britain in 1789 was overwhelmingly rural, agrarian, multilingual,
and almost half Celtic. By 1914, when it faced its greatest test since the defeat of Napoleon, it was largely urban and
English. Christopher Harvie and Colin Matthew show the forces behind Britain's rise to its imperial zenith, and the
continuing tensions within the nations and classes of the 'union state'. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocketsized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Ariantes is a Sarmatian, a barbarian warrior-prince, uprooted from his home and customs and thrust into the honorless
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lands of the Romans. The victims of a wartime pact struck with the emperor Marcus Aurelius to ensure the future of
Sarmatia, Ariantes and his troop of accomplished horsemen are sent to Hadrian's Wall. Unsurprisingly, the Sarmatians
hate Britain--an Island of Ghosts, filled with pale faces, stone walls, and an uneasy past. Struggling to command his own
people to defend a land they despise, Ariantes is accepted by all, but trusted by none. The Romans fear his barbarian
background, and his own men fear his gradual Roman assimilation. When Ariantes uncovers a conspiracy sure to
damage both his Roman benefactors and his beloved countrymen, as well as put him and the woman he loves in grave
danger, he must make a difficult decision--one that will change his own life forever. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
In AD 60/61, Rome almost lost the province of Britain to a woman. Boudica, wife of the client king Prasutagus, fomented
a rebellion that proved catastrophic for Camulodunum (Colchester), Londinium (London), and Verulamium (St Albans),
destroyed part of a Roman legion, and caused the deaths of an untold number of veterans, families, soldiers, and
Britons. Yet with one decisive defeat, her vision of freedom was destroyed, and the Iceni never rose again. Boudica:
Warrior Woman of Roman Britain introduces readers to the life and literary importance of Boudica through juxtaposing
her different literary characterizations with those of other women and rebel leaders. This study focuses on our earliest
literary evidence, the accounts of Tacitus and Cassius Dio, and investigates their narratives alongside material evidence
of late Iron Age and early Roman Britain. Throughout the book, Caitlin Gillespie draws comparative sketches between
Boudica and the positive and negative examples with which readers associate her, including the prophetess Veleda, the
client queen Cartimandua, and the rebel Caratacus. Literary comparisons assist in the understanding of Boudica as a
barbarian, queen, mother, commander in war, and leader of revolt. Within the ancient texts, Boudica is also used as an
internal commentator on the failures of the emperor Nero, and her revolt epitomizes ongoing conflicts of gender and
power at the end of the Juilio-Claudian era. Both literary and archaeological sources point towards broader issues
inherent in the clash between Roman and native cultures. Boudica's unique ability to unify disparate groups of Britons
cemented her place in the history of Roman Britain. While details of her life remain elusive, her literary character still has
more to say.
First published as part of the best-selling The Oxford Illustrated History of Britain, John Guy's Very Short Introduction to
The Tudors is the most authoritative short introduction to this age in British history. It offers a compelling account of the
political, religious and economic changes of the country under such leading monarchs as Henry VIII and Elizabeth I. The
work has been substantially revised and updated for this edition. In particular, the reigns of Henry VII, Edward VI, and
Philip and Mary are comprehensively reassessed.
Although lowland Britain in 300 CE had been as Roman as any province in the empire, in the generations on either side
of 400, urban life, the money economy, and the functioning state collapsed. Many of the most quotidian and fundamental
elements of Roman-style material culture ceased to be manufactured. Skills related to iron and copper smelting, wooden
board and plank making, stone quarrying, commercial butchery, horticulture, and tanning largely disappeared, as did the
knowledge standing behind the production of wheel-thrown, kiln-fired pottery and building in stone. No other period in
Britain's prehistory or history witnessed the loss of so many classes of once-common skills and objects. While the
reasons for this breakdown remain unclear, it is indisputable the collapse was foundational in the making of a new world
we characterize as early medieval. The standard explanation for the emergence of the new-style material culture found in
lowland Britain by the last quarter of the fifth century is that foreign objects were brought in by "Anglo-Saxon" settlers.
Marshalling a wealth of archaeological evidence, Robin Fleming argues instead that not only Continental immigrants, but
also the people whose ancestors had long lived in Britain built this new material world together from the ashes of the old,
forging an identity that their descendants would eventually come to think of as English. As with most identities, she
cautions, this was one rooted in neither birth nor blood, but historically constructed, and advanced and maintained over
the generations by the shared material culture and practices that developed during and after Rome's withdrawal from
Britain.
Sheds light on the concept of late antiquity and the events of its time, showing that this was in fact a period of great
transformation
First published as part of the best-selling The Oxford Illustrated History of Britain, Peter Salway's Very Short Introduction
to Roman Britain weaves together the results of archaeological investigation and historical scholarship in a rounded and
highly readable concise account.
Roman Britain: A Very Short IntroductionOUP Oxford
“A beautifully written story, a box of delights, a treasure trove: final proof of truth’s superiority over fiction.”—Andrew Roberts A
sparkling anecdotal account with the pace of an epic, about the men and women who created turning points in history. Rebecca
Fraser's dramatic portrayal of the scientists, statesmen, explorers, soldiers, traders, and artists who forged Britain's national
institutions is the perfect introduction to British history. Just as much as kings and queens, battles and empire, Britain's great
themes have been the liberty of the individual, the rule of law, and the parliamentary democracy invented to protect them. Ever
since Caractacus and Boudicca surprised the Romans with the bravery of their resistance, Britain has stood out as the home of
freedom. From Thomas More to William Wilberforce, from Gladstone to Churchill, Britain's history is studded with heroic figures
who have resisted tyranny in all its guises, whether it be the Stuart kings' belief in divine right, the institution of slavery, or the
ambitions of Napoleon and Hitler.
'One could not ask for a more meticulous or scholarly assessment of what Britain meant to the Romans, or Rome to Britons, than
Peter Salway's Monumental Study' Frederick Raphael, Sunday Times From the invasions of Julius Caesar to the unexpected end
of Roman rule in the early fifth century AD and the subsequent collapse of society in Britain, this book is the most authoritative and
comprehensive account of Roman Britain ever published for the general reader. Peter Salway's narrative takes into account the
latest research including exciting discoveries of recent years, and will be welcomed by anyone interested in Roman Britain.
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The British constitution is regarded as unique among the constitutions of the world. What are the main characteristics of Britain's
peculiar constitutional arrangements? How has the British constitution altered in response to the changing nature of its state - from
England, to Britain, to the United Kingdom? What impact has the UK's developing relations with the European Union caused?
These are some of the questions that Martin Loughlin addresses in this Very Short Introduction. As a constitution, it is one that has
grown organically in response to changes in the economic, political, and social environment, and which is not contained in a single
authoritative text. By considering the nature and authority of the current British constitution, and placing it in the context of others,
Loughlin considers how the traditional idea of a constitution came to be retained, what problems have been generated as a result
of adapting a traditional approach in a modern political world, looking at what the future prospects for the British constitution are.
ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost
every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors
combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
This incisive study charts the history of the Roman province of Britannia from the conquest of the first century AD through its
heyday in the fourth century to the end of the Roman administration in the early fifth century.
From the eighteenth century until the 1950s the British Empire was the biggest political entity in the world. The territories forming
this empire ranged from tiny islands to vast segments of the world's major continental land masses. The British Empire left its mark
on the world in a multitude of ways, many of them permanent. In this Very Short Introduction, Ashley Jackson introduces and
defines the British Empire, reviewing its historiography by answering a series of key questions: What was the British Empire, and
what were its main constituent parts? What were the phases of imperial expansion and contraction and the general causes of
expansion and contraction? How was the Empire ruled? What were its economic effects? What were the cultural implications of
empire, in Britain and its colonies? What was life like for people living under imperial rule? What are the legacies of the British
Empire and how should we view its place in world history? ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Why did Rome abandon Britain in the early 5th century? According to Neil Faulkner, the centralized, military-bureaucratic state,
governed by a class of super-rich landlords and apparatchiks, had siphoned wealth out of the province, with the result that the
towns declined and the countryside was depressed. When the army withdrew to defend the imperial heartlands, the remaining
Romano-British elite succumbed to a combination of warlord power, barbarian attack, and popular revolt.
Key information is presented as 100 numbered facts and supported by superb artwork and photographs in this hugely successful
and ever-increasing series. Covering a colossal range of subjects from Ancient Egypt to World Wonders, this is a must-have
reference

The Norman Conquest in 1066 was the last time England was successfully invaded, and was one of the most profound
turning points in English history, cataclysmically transforming a disparate collection of small nations into a European
state. But what actually happened? How was the invasion viewed by those who witnessed it? And how has its legacy
been seen by generations since? This fascinating Very Short Introduction reveals how dramatically English life was
changed, from its language to its law, and focuses on the differing ways the conquest has been viewed by historians and
in folklore ever since. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting
and challenging topics highly readable.
This book introduces the archaeology of Eboracum. A fascinating look at the rich Roman history of York.
This major survey of the history and culture of Roman Britain spans the period from the first century BC to the fifth
century AD. Major survey of the history and culture of Roman Britain Brings together specialists to provide an overview of
recent debates about this period Exceptionally broad coverage, embracing political, economic, cultural and religious life
Focuses on changes in Roman Britain from the first century BC to the fifth century AD Includes pioneering studies of the
human population and animal resources of the island.
The Roman Empire was a remarkable achievement. With a population of sixty million people, it encircled the
Mediterranean and stretched from northern England to North Africa and Syria. This Very Short Introduction covers the
history of the empire at its height, looking at its people, religions and social structures. It explains how it deployed
violence, 'romanisation', and tactical power to develop an astonishingly uniform culture from Rome to its furthest
outreaches.
The Middle Ages (c.500-1500) includes a thousand years of European history. In this Very Short Introduction Miri Rubin
tells the story of the times through the people and their lifestyles. Including stories of kingship and Christian salvation,
agriculture and trade, Rubin demonstrates the remarkable nature and legacy of the Middle Ages.
For four centuries Britain was an integral part of the Roman Empire, a political system stretching from Turkey to Portugal
and from the Red Sea to the Tyne and beyond. Its involvement with Rome started long before the Conquest launched by
the Emperor Claudius in 43 AD, and it continued to be a part of the Roman world for some time after the final break with
Roman rule. Bringing together archaeological investigation and historical scholarship, Peter Salway explores some of the
key issues arising from this period in Britain's history, discussing the question of identity at this time and analysing the
importance of widespread literacy in Roman Britain. Covering the period from Julius Caesar's first forays into Britain and
Claudius' subsequent conquest, as well as Britain under the later Roman Empire, Salway outlines the key events of this
time period, providing a focus on society in Roman Britain, and offering a thoughtful consideration of the aftermath of
Roman rule. In the new edition of this Very Short Introduction, Peter Salway makes a number of essential updates in light
of recent research in the area. He looks at issues of ethnicity, 'Britishness', and post-colonialism, provides alternative
theories to the end of the Roman period in Britain, and draws parallels between the history of Roman Britain and a wide
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range of other periods, territories, and themes, including the modern experience of empires and national stereotypes.
ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our
expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
An illustrated history of the best Roman sites and artefacts to be found in Britain, for anyone wanting to discover the
Roman past.
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